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RECOMMENDATION:
That the Board receive as information the Final Staff Report on the accommodation
review study for the West Windsor area, including Assumption College Catholic
Secondary School and St. James and St. John Catholic Elementary Schools; and
That the Board receive public input concerning the Final Staff Report, including the final
recommendation presented by Board Administration as follows:

That effective September 2016, St. James Catholic Elementary School shall
become a JK to 6 school with consolidation of the JK to 6 student population
within the current St. James and St. John Catholic Elementary School
boundaries being accommodated at the St. James site, with students to be
accommodated in the short term through the use of portables, as may be
required; and
That the Board apply to the Ministry of Education through the School
Consolidation Capital (SCC) Program for funding for the construction of an
addition and renovations, as may be required, to support the consolidation at
the St. James site or, if failing to obtain SCC funding, a further report be
submitted to the Board regarding alternatives; and
That effective September 2016, a middle school be established to
accommodate the grades 7 and 8 student population within the current
St. James and St. John boundaries, said middle school to be initially located in
the short term at the St. John site and, ultimately relocated to the Assumption
College Catholic Secondary School/Catholic Education Centre (CEC) site upon
“Learning together in faith and service”
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completion of an addition and renovations, as may be required, at
Assumption/CEC; and
That the Board apply to the Ministry of Education through the School
Consolidation Capital (SCC) Program for funding to undertake the
construction of an addition and renovations, as may be required, at
Assumption and/or the Catholic Education Centre to accommodate a middle
school, or if failing to obtain SCC funding, a further report be submitted to the
Board regarding alternatives; and
That effective upon the relocation of the middle school from the St. John site,
St. John Catholic Elementary School be closed and deemed surplus to the
Board’s future needs, pursuant to Section 194 (3) (a) of the Education Act.

SYNOPSIS:
An accommodation review study of the West Windsor area has been completed in accordance
with the Board’s modified pupil accommodation review process. Board Administration has
prepared this final report for submission to the Board of Trustees as information, and for the
purpose of allowing members of the public to provide feedback on the report through public
delegations, prior to a final decision on the accommodation review scheduled to take place at
the Board’s public meeting of April 5, 2016.
BACKGROUND COMMENTS:
On November 24, 2015, the Board of Trustees approved proceeding with a modified
accommodation review process to address the challenges facing the West Windsor area
schools as a result of declining enrolment. To respond to these challenges, through the public
consultation process, the Board invited the community to provide input in the development of an
optimal accommodation option for students in West Windsor that would support the delivery of
the highest quality Catholic education programs and services.
Based on the rationale detailed within the Initial Staff Report presented to the Board on
November 24, 2015, Board Administration presented the following initial recommendation for
consideration in the accommodation review study:
That effective September 2016, St. James shall become a JK to 6 school with
consolidation of the JK to 6 student population within the current St. James and
St. John boundaries being accommodated at the St. James site; The Board apply
to the Ministry of Education through the School Consolidation Capital (SCC)
Program, for funding for the construction of an addition to support the
consolidation; or if failing to obtain funding, the Board dedicate capital reserves to
the installation of portables or a port-a-pack at the St. James site; and
That effective September 2016, a middle school be established at the Assumption
College Catholic Secondary School site, to accommodate the grades 7 and 8
student population within the current St. John and St. James boundaries; The
Board apply to the Ministry of Education through the School Consolidation Capital
(SCC) Program, for capital for a retrofit at Assumption Secondary and/or the
Catholic Education Centre to accommodate a middle school, with the construction
of a new gymnasium; or if failing to obtain funding, the Board dedicate capital
reserves to retrofit Assumption Secondary and/or the Catholic Education Centre;
and
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That effective June 2016, St. John Catholic Elementary School be closed and
deemed surplus to the Board’s future needs, pursuant to Section 194 (3) (a) of the
Education Act.

At a public meeting on January 21, 2016, Board Administration invited community input on the
Initial Staff Report, the initial recommendation, as well as the school information profiles, which
had been prepared by Administration and presented to the community to provide an
understanding and familiarity with the facilities under review.
Report on Public Consultation:
The majority of those attending the public meeting were families from the St. John community.
One delegation presented and nine other members from the community publicly addressed
Administration with questions and suggestions. Through professional and respectful
presentations from the community, Board Administration received valuable and insightful
feedback.
Presentations from the Delegations:


Emerson Valley and Kerri Stephenson presented as members of the St. John
Elementary Catholic School Advisory Council. The Delegates presented an alternative
recommendation which included a proposal to move all of the St. John student
population to the Assumption site, creating a JK to 6 school, as well as a middle school
and high school at the site. St. James would remain a JK to 8 school, with 7 and 8
students within the St. James boundary having the election to attend either St. James or
the middle school at Assumption. The Catholic Education Centre would then be
relocated. (The delegation’s written submission with recommendation and rationale are
attached with this report).

Questions/Concerns Presented at the Public Meeting (with response from Administration):
“Three years ago, this administration came together joining forces with the St. John community
and the Catholic School Advisory Council to present a proposal to the Ministry of Education.
This proposal was to move the entire St. John school to Assumption forming a K – 12 school.
This was a very creative and comparatively inexpensive solution. Why was this proposal not
adopted as the administration’s recommendation?”
While this option was creative and was deemed an alternative worthy of consideration by
administration, it was not inexpensive. The budget quality estimates of the option prepared at
the time indicated renovation costs to convert the Catholic Education Centre back to school use
at between $1.2M and $1.5M.
On top of that cost would be the cost to relocate the Catholic Education Centre staff to another
facility and renovate that facility. This was not specifically costed at the time, since costs would
be dependent on the renovation requirements at the facility ultimately chosen. Different options
were looked at conceptually, including the St. John facility and the former St. Anne High School
in Tecumseh. A cost of $0.4M to $0.5M was considered as the minimum that would be required
for a facility with little renovation needs. The community has suggested that the St. Michael’s
Continuing Education High School may be an option, however, the population and programming
options in the adult education program requires use of most of the site and therefore, there is
insufficient room at that location to accommodate administrative staff.
With respect to the Ministry of Education consideration of the proposal, it was not deemed an
option that the Ministry was prepared to readily approve. The Ministry indicated that the Board
had already spent capital dollars to convert the school to offices only very recently in 2004.
Also, the Ministry noted that the costs of moving the administration offices could be significant
West Windsor Final Staff Report
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depending on the location. This would have added to the Board’s unfunded capital deficit, since
administration facility capital costs are not directly covered by Ministry grants. At the time, the
Ministry was pointing the Board to consider other accommodation options. Since St. John was
not impacted by the previous accommodation review, no further action was taken on this option.
“With enrolment of St. John being down, are there other ways to encourage utilization of space
there rather than close the school? What about filling the space with specialized
programming?”
School closure is only recommended after the Board has considered numerous factors,
including enrolment trends and the potential for meaningful community partnerships that can
offset the costs of maintaining underutilized facilities. Where the Board becomes unable to “fill
the space”, school closure and consolidation allow the Board to redirect educational funding
away from the maintenance of empty facilities and into specialized programming.
“Has the Board taken into consideration all the refugees coming to Windsor? A lot of houses in
the area are being prepared for refugees so this may increase the enrolment. The fact that the
Board has accepted that both parents do not have to be baptized and if the Board waits a bit
longer, the school could remain open with the refugees coming.”
The Board has considered enrolment projections and does not foresee sufficient immigration
and development to support two Catholic elementary schools in the west end of Windsor in the
long term.
“Integrating grades 7 and 8 with the high school, is putting kids with adults. Our 18 year olds
today are not like they used to be. I am not ready for my 12 year old to hear and witness what
is going on in the school grounds. There is no guarantee of controlling these kids in the high
school. My kids will not be staying at St. James if this recommendation goes through. I feel it is
putting them into a grown-up atmosphere too soon.”
The Board went through this process with Corpus Christi Middle School and heard a lot of the
same concerns. When Corpus Christi came into existence, different schedules including lunch
times were developed and the buildings were segregated with secured doors. The parents had
a voice through an Integration Committee and the process eased the apprehension. The
experience of students and parents at Corpus Christi has been very positive. None of the
concerns articulated by the speaker have been reported at Corpus Christi. Should the
recommendation be approved in West Windsor, an Integration Committee will immediately be
established to address any concerns and to prepare recommendations that will ensure a
similarly positive experience for students in this area.
“As a parent I am very disappointed that I heard about the possible closing of the school through
a student in the school yard. I am very grateful that parents have the opportunity to speak
tonight. I do not think anyone is taking this seriously and my biggest fear is putting my child into
a high school. I do not know where St. James is located and know nothing about the staff and
students. It would be helpful to see the school. It is a shame that we are concerned about the
financial aspects. There is a good possibility that I may take my child out of the Catholic school
system if this happens.”
Administration is committed to an accommodation review process that encourages feedback
from communities. Numerous notifications were sent out to school communities through web
site postings, notices home, and synervoice messages. The Board wants communities to be
informed so that it can receive feedback that will assist them in making the best and most
informed decision on student accommodations. Through previous accommodation review
studies the Board of Trustees has listened to the community. In each past study the final
recommendation has been different than the initial one, incorporating suggestions made by the
school communities. Parents are encouraged to tour the schools, collect information, be
involved in Transition Committees, provide written input, and speak at the public meetings
before Administration and the Board of Trustees.
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“I do not think the kids at St. John or St. James are ready to go to a high school. There is
smoking and a lot of bad language. St. John is a small school and is a close-knit family. I have
been there my whole life; I love it there and I love the Principal. It would be a nightmare if it
closes.”
Administration understands the value to students of both St. John and St. James Catholic
schools, making decision to recommend a school closure very difficult. Should the Board
approve recommendation for school consolidation, Administration will work closely with a
Transition Committee, school communities and staff so that concerns are heard and addressed.
“I have three sons and my oldest used to attend Taylor School. There were 600 students; was
not enough room and they had to bring in portables. There was a lot of trouble with bullying and
that is one of my concerns. Everything always comes down to money. I do not know anything
about St. James. I like the small school and do not want St. John to close. Maybe more kids
can be brought in and maybe there will be an increase with the refugees and additional jobs
coming.”
As stated previously, the Board does not foresee sufficient immigration and development to
sustain two elementary schools and a secondary school in the West end of Windsor.
Projected enrolment in a St. John/St. James JK to 6 consolidated school would be
approximately 400 students, with a projected enrolment at a middle school of approximately 100
grades 7 and 8 students. The size of these schools is consistent with others in our system and
would support safe and inclusive school communities. Should a decision be made to
consolidate, the Board will present a business case to the Ministry of Education for capital
funding for the necessary additions and renovations.
The Board has considered enrolment projections and does not foresee sufficient and
immigration development to support two Catholic elementary schools in the west end of
Windsor in the long term.
“I am a parent from St. James but also was employed at St. John’s for five years and currently
at W. J. Langlois. I have directly seen the effects of Corpus Christi and know it is a good model
but have some questions and concerns. I would like to see all of St. John move together to
Assumption. Could part of St. John be used for different community agencies such as YMCA,
Boxing Club, and Kids Alliance – renting space out to those groups? Could there be a Primary
IB and busing to St. John for two or three classes? Suggestion for piggy backing on leadership
activities and a Transition Room. The Transition Room would have a person service the high
school, middle school on Leadership and other programs. Also suggestion for a Special Needs
program with a Snoozelon Room or a school of excellence and improvement for kids with
special needs. If the recommendation is passed on April 5th would the staffing be known; what
Administration will be; will there be a new team?”
One of the assets of the JK-6 and 7-12 model is that the grade 6 students become wonderful
leaders. These leadership skills can then be enhanced as these students progress into middle
school and high school with the benefit of specialized leadership programs. Many of the
valuable suggestions articulated by the speaker can be addressed through a Transition
Committee, composed of parents, school staff, and senior students, in consultation with Board
Administration. Specialized programming will evolve out of the Committee recommendations.
Assumption already has unique, specialized programs that can be built upon, such as
hospitality, aviation, aerospace and robotics.
The Board will make busing available to St. John students, if they move to either St. James or to
Assumption/Catholic Education Centre, in accordance with the Board’s busing policy. All
students living on the east side of Huron Church Road would be eligible for busing to St. James.
For Grade 7 and 8 students, if they move to the Assumption/Catholic Education Centre, busing
eligibility would be in accordance with Board’s busing policy (i.e. busing eligibility for students
beyond the 1.6km walk zone).
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Should a decision be made accepting Administration’s recommendation, strong administrative
teams will be put in place to consider the development of quality programming for all students,
including those with special learning needs.
St. John opened a new class – first time in 10 years. There are 205 students now. There is now
no baptismal requirement – how is the Board working on increasing enrolment at our school and
the Board as a whole? I drove by a public school recently and there are banners advertising
registration for JK. The public school is taking the time to advertize. They are getting refugees.
What is our Board doing to attract students? I recently found out that the Board waived the
requirement for baptism and want to know what the Board is doing to attract students. How
does the Board ‘right size’ the infrastructure?”
The Board wants to retain the students it currently has at the elementary and secondary
schools. The Board does a good job across the system. The Board has enhanced the grade 8
open house meetings to make sure it is marketing itself by highlighting Catholic education and
faith experience. Programs have been expanded – for example, Hockey Canada Skills
Academy Program at F.J. Brennan Catholic Secondary School. The Board continues to expand
programming but it can only be done if there are the physical resources to do so. The Board
must ensure that unused pupil spaces are in check. The Board is committed to academic
excellence and faith opportunities for students and is proud of its academic achievements and
inclusive model of education. The Board appreciates this feedback and will continue to
communicate these achievements.
“I have one student at Assumption and two additional will be attending there. I am listening to
the parents here – it seems like there is an underlying tone that this is a done deal. Parents do
not want this recommendation and I do not know what the answer is. When you look around
this evening, there are only a handful of parents; maybe because they have gone through this
process already. She stated that she does not want this recommendation.”
The option is presented as a recommendation. This is not a done deal. The purpose of the
meeting is to hear input. Administration welcomes and encourages feedback. There will be
opportunity to speak directly to the Board of Trustees at its meeting in March, and the
community may also direct written submissions to the Director’ s office.
“Corpus Christi has been mentioned more than once – just last month there was a brawl at
Assumption. There were 40 students from another high school. She does not want her child
seeing that.”
Assumption College Catholic High School fosters a safe and inclusive environment. The school
community is lead by a strong administrative staff and excellent teachers who are actively
involved in the implementation of bullying prevention and intervention strategies that support a
very positive school climate. Administration has heard the concerns of parents with respect to
early integration of grade 7 and 8 students into high school and has incorporated
recommendations within its report to address those concerns.
“I like the fact that this ARC is modified, but the last ARC had a Committee and there were four
public meetings. There was more opportunity for parents to brainstorm. That’s why there could
be that underlying tone that it is a done deal. I met with my Trustee and made suggestions and
hope the recommendation changes slightly.”
Throughout the ARC process, Administration has received valuable from the community,
through various means, and will continue to listen to the community in the implementation of the
final accommodation decision of the Board of Trustees.
“I am concerned with primary students being in portables and kids walking to washrooms. I am
unhappy with where the money goes through fund raising. My five year old son does not need
an iPad to learn and I am concerned he is not writing cursive. I do not feel it is smart to fund
raise for electronics and why is the money being put into those things when we can keep
St. John school open?”
West Windsor Final Staff Report
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Safety of students will be held to the highest priority in the implementation of an accommodation
decision. The Board of Trustees will continue to listen to the community as it sets budget
priorities.
Is the Transition Committee member position voluntary or assigned?
The composition of the Committee is not prescribed by Board policy. Communities may
suggest ideas for the establishment of the Committee. Sub-committees could be created. No
matter how the Committee may be structured the ultimate purpose will be to consult with
parents, staff and students when planning for and implementing a school consolidation.
Report on Information Received from the Municipality
Board administration attended a meeting at the City of Windsor City Hall on November 18, 2015
with the City represented by the Division heads for Planning and Building Services, Parks and
Facilities, as well as Recreation and Culture. The Board presented background information
respecting the West Windsor Accommodation Review including general area demographics,
school capacities, current and forecasted enrolments, school utilization, boundary maps,
student distribution and transportation statistics, community use of schools data, facility and site
information and potential accommodation options. A wide-ranging discussion ensued regarding
development potential in the area and population expectations as a result of the prevailing
economic climate and how these may impact the review. The City stated its preference that
schools remain open as they are focal points for neighbourhoods, but acknowledged the fiscal
realities being faced by both the Board, in particular, and the region in general.
Board Administration’s Final Recommendation – Changes to Initial Report
Where Board administration’s initial recommendation included closure of St. John school
effective June 2016, Administration has amended its recommendation to include
accommodation of grade 7 and 8 students within the St. James and St. John boundary in a
middle school located temporarily at the St. John facility effective September 2016. The middle
school would then subsequently be relocated to Assumption once required additions and/or
renovations were completed, and St. John’s would be closed at that time.
Rationale for Final Recommendation
For the reasons set out in the Initial Staff Report, Administration’s final recommendation
includes the creation of a JK to 6 school at St. James and a middle school at the Assumption
site to accommodate all elementary school students within the current boundaries of St. John
and St. James. Having heard many of the concerns of the St. John’s families, Administration
has amended its recommendation to defer the closure of St. John and to consolidate the grade
7 and 8 students temporarily at St. John to allow for a transition period for planning for and
implementing a school consolidation plan. In consultation with a Transition Committee,
Administration will work with the community to address concerns. The transition into the middle
school at Assumption and closure of the St. John facility will take place once the Assumption
facility has been prepared and is ready to receive the grade 7 and 8 students. These students
will have already come together as a Catholic middle school community at the temporary
St. John site, making for a smoother transition into the facility at Assumption.
Proposed Plan – Final Recommendation
Based on current enrolment numbers and forecasts, a 4 classroom addition would be required
to accommodate all JK to 6 students from St. John and St. James at the St. James facility. In
order to facilitate the consolidation of the combined student populations for September 2016,
this additional classroom space would be provided through the use of portables. The Board
would apply for funding approval from the Ministry of Education to proceed with a permanent
West Windsor Final Staff Report
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addition and associated interior renovations with the intent of having the work completed for
start of school in September 2017.
In the short term commencing in September 2016, grade 7 and 8 students from both St. John
and St. James would be accommodated at the St. John facility. In order to ultimately
accommodate all grade 7 and 8 students from St. John and St. James at Assumption/CEC, the
construction of a gymnasium would be required at Assumption/CEC, for the grade 7 and 8
students, as well as interior renovations to the existing facility. The Board would apply for
funding approval from the Ministry of Education to proceed with these improvements with the
intent of having the work completed for start of school in September 2017. St. John would be
closed and deemed surplus to the Board’s needs upon the relocation of the middle school from
the St. John site.
Administration has considered the concerns of the community with respect to the earlier
integration of these younger students into a high school setting and, as a result, is
recommending the following:


Structuring the facility so that both elementary and secondary components are run
independently.



Establishing different start and release times for the elementary and secondary students
to facilitate the separation of transportation.



Allowing supervised, controlled and monitored access by grade 7 and 8 students to
specialized programming, technologies and specialty rooms particular to a high school,
as well as associated academies and the International Baccalaureate program.



Maintaining faith-based Catholic Education as the mission and primary focus of both
elementary and secondary components, including the celebration of masses and
sacraments, enhanced by the close partnership with the local Church community.

Administration recommends that the Board continue discussions with the City of Windsor and
potential community partners to plan for continued expansion of the already existing specialty
programs offered at the Assumption site, including the International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma
Programme, hospitality, aviation and aerospace, robotics, and science and technology.
The Assumption facility is situated on a large site available for expansion. Consideration should
be given to partnerships that would foster the development of an academy dedicated to student
athletic pursuits similar to that which is offered to our students in East Windsor and potentially to
our students in Leamington.
In the JK to 6 school at St. James, students will benefit from focused, age specific programming.
Grade 6 students will have the opportunity to assume leadership roles in the school, and all
students will benefit from a model that allows for stepped, gradual transition from elementary, to
middle school, to high school. The close proximity of the elementary, middle and high school
will support the sharing of resources and programming.
Presentations from the Trustee Delegation meeting held on March 1, 2016:
Vanessa Stephenson and Kenneth Gerovac, Students of St. John Catholic Elementary
school shared their life experiences within the St. John school community and expressed
their concerns with the potential consolidation of grade 7 and 8 students to the middle
school at Assumption College High School.
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Emerson Valley and Kerri Stephenson, St. John Catholic Elementary School Council
Members and Amanda Tighe and Karen Souchuk, St. James Catholic Elementary School
Council Members proposed to trustees an amendment to administration’s recommendation.
Kerri Stephenson began the presentation by stating the Catholic School Advisory Council
(CSAC) members listened to concerned parents, conducted surveys, and through their
findings would like to offer a solution to keep Catholic education alive on the west side of
Windsor for the long term. The proposal to merge the grade 7 and 8 classes at St. John is
universally rejected by both communities. Having said that, if the students are consolidated
to Assumption middle school, the students should remain in their home school until the
school reconfiguration/construction is completed.
The community recommends the following solution:
 Move the JK to Grade 8 student population to Assumption creating a St. John school
at the Assumption site.
 Move the Catholic Education Centre (CEC) to an alternate location.
 Allow grade 7 and 8 students from St. James to attend the middle school at
Assumption if they elect.
 Expand the International Baccalaureate (IB) program to lower grades starting at
grade 8 as the budget, training and the Ministry permits.
 Create Culinary, Aerospace/Robotics (Engineering) Academies similar to the Agrischool proposed for Leamington.
 Explore the option of the addition of an athletic academy such as Track and Field
(possible partnership with the University of Windsor).
 $1.2 to $1.5 million projected cost to convert CEC back to classrooms (return board
room to gymnasium, paint and cosmetic upgrades to Assumption).
 $0.4 to $0.5 million projected cost to relocate CEC.
The delegations also commented on student achievement, student impact, and the future of
Catholic education in the west side of Windsor.
Sr. Connie Harrington, Staff member of St. John school, Pastoral worker at Assumption Parish
and resident of the west end provided her perception of the realities of the west end. She stated
the west end consists of crack houses, abandoned boarded up houses, garbage heaped on
curb sides, closed schools, closed churches, an Ontario Addiction Treatment Centre, and a
higher crime rate compared to the rest of the city. Sr. Harrington stated west end students lack
the essential needs to learn - food, clothing and adequate shelter. She mentioned abysmal
EQAO scores, approximately half of the student population require Individual Education Plans
(IEP), and suffer from mental health issues. Due to the above stated burdens, Sr. Harrington
believes the final staff recommendations are asking families to accept changes that will not
benefit the students. In her opinion, introducing a middle school IB program is not a viable
option for west end students. Sr. Harrington supports a K to 12 school at the Assumption site.
Written Submissions received
Four (4) submissions were received and forwarded to Trustees.
Sonya Skillings outlined the following St. James’ community concerns:
 Lack of consistency and change of leadership at St. James School in the past few years;
 Parking concerns;
 Moving 100 children to the St. John school site in the interim does not make sense;
 The outside Junior play area at St. James is inadequate for children;
 Keep St. James and St. John status quo until the renovations at Assumption are
complete;
 If schools cannot remain “status quo”, add “temporary” portables to St. James and move
all St. John students.
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Carrie Roke, a Godmother of a St. James student discussed on the ground capacity, children
with special needs, and closure of underutilized schools.
Karen Souchek outlined the following concerns:
 4 Principals in 6 years;
 The Board should look at ALL the schools as opposed to each “area” of schools, maybe
if they would look at the city as a whole, they would find better solutions;
 When Corpus Christi was being retro fitted, the students feeding into that Middle school
were able to stay at their own schools until it was ready;
 What programs and/or Academies will be offered for our students? Will our children have
a say in the Academies that are brought in? and
 One feeder school to Assumption.
Caitlin Souchek, grade 6 student at St. James questions the decision to consolidate the grade 7
and 8 students to St. John until the construction of the middle school at Assumption is
completed.
Public Questions/Concerns Presented at the Trustee Delegation Meeting held on
March 1, 2016 (with responses from Administration):
a. “St. John community would prefer a K to 12 school at Assumption, supporting the middle
school concept for grade 7 and 8 students.”
School boards consolidate and close schools to enable improved educational options and
opportunities for students. By bringing students together through a school consolidation, the
Board is able to offer a better educational experience, deliver high quality education programs
and services to students, while responding and adjusting to the cycle of economic growth or
decline and demographic change within communities. The Ministry of Education funds
education in Ontario and works in partnership with local school boards to manage this change.
Since Ontario school boards are mainly funded on a per-student basis through grants from the
Ministry of Education, boards, and therefore schools, lose funding as their enrolment declines.
When funding decreases, all students in a board are affected because the cost of maintaining
empty space is spread across all of the schools.
When a school has excess space because of low enrolment, the excess space still costs money
to staff, maintain and operate. One of the key responsibilities of school board is to ensure that
funding is focused on the students who are in classrooms, and not on maintaining empty
classrooms. The Board must make decisions about the best accommodation and program
options for students relative to the funds that are available.
A K to 12 school will not address the excess space at Assumption High School, St. John and St.
James elementary schools.
b. “Relocate the Catholic Education Centre (CEC) to an alternate location.”
Refer to f. “Projected cost to relocate CEC.
c. “Expand the International Baccalaureate (IB) program to grade 8 as the budget, training and
Ministry permits.”
Administration has made application for the creation of a middle school IB program at
Assumption and Cardinal Carter High Schools.
d. “Create Culinary, Aerospace/Robotics (Engineering) Academies similar to the Agricultural
school proposed for Cardinal Carter.”
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As per the February 27, 2016 media release, programs in manufacturing, technology, and arts
will be launched at Assumption in the second semester of the 2016-2017 school year.
e. “Explore the addition of an Athletic Academy such as Track and Field (possible partnership
with the University of Windsor).”
Moving forward, administration will consult with the University of Windsor about the realm of the
possible.
f. “Projected cost to relocate Catholic Education Centre $0.4 to $0.5 million.”
Prior to addressing this question, it is important to emphasize that the Ministry of Education has
indicated previously and quite definitively that it would not grant approval to the Board to expend
funds on relocating its administrative offices from the Catholic Education Centre (CEC), in that
the Ministry had previously approved the retrofit of the former Assumption High School in 2004
to accommodate the Board's administrative offices.
Furthermore, any expenditure incurred to retrofit, renovate or construct Board administrative
offices would be applied as an increase to the Board's current capital deficit. This is contrary to
direction from the Ministry, while the Board was recently under Ministry supervision, to take
steps to deal with its capital deficit by accumulating surpluses to offset this deficit. Since then,
the Board has successfully accumulated offsetting surpluses and continues to move forward in
securing the fiscal well-being of the Board now and into the future.
Turning now to the question, the noted projected cost was put out at the time of the previous
West Windsor ARC some 5 years ago as a rudimentary, “ball park” cost estimate to relocate the
CEC to a typical closed elementary school still in the Board’s possession.
The estimate assumed the following:


the CEC administration operation would be relocated to a closed elementary school



existing CEC furniture, office equipment, etc. would be used to outfit offices at the
new location



existing computer servers, etc., would remain at the current CEC location



the Board Room and Teacher Centre would be accommodated at other locations to
be determined



retrofitting the closed elementary school to accommodate the CEC operation would
be kept to a minimum



the cost of external improvements, such as expanding the parking area, would be
subject to further review with the municipality to determine specific requirements and
were not included in the estimate

A rudimentary breakdown of costs at the time was as follows:
Retrofit closed elementary school for offices
Information Technology requirements at new site
Moving Costs
Contingency
Projected CEC Relocation Cost
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There have been previous discussions with respect to a potential relocation of the CEC to the
former St. Anne High School site in Tecumseh and to the Board-owned space at the Essex
Civic Centre. Neither of these options has been previously costed in detail. It is noted that the
cost of a relocation to St. Anne may be comparable to relocation to an elementary school. The
cost of relocation to the Essex Civic Centre may be higher given the Board-owned space is not
large enough to accommodate the CEC, requiring space to be leased or purchased from other
owners of the Centre, if available.
Further review was not undertaken at the time of the previous West Windsor accommodation
review, since the Board chose to take no action with respect to consolidating St. John.
Further review was also not undertaken subsequent to the previous West Windsor
accommodation review, since the Ministry indicated very clearly that it would not grant approval
to any move of the Board's administrative offices.
Trustee Questions/Concerns Presented at the Trustee Delegation (with responses from
Administration):
1. Provide cost analysis and potential savings of consolidation for an immediate move
of St. John/St. James Grade 7 & 8 to Assumption in September 2016
The rationale for moving students in September 2016 is to immediately obtain the benefits of the
improved programming and from the cost savings identified in the recommendation to
consolidate the schools.
The annual cost savings pursuant to consolidation have been estimated as follows:
NET ANNUAL COST SAVINGS AND COST AVOIDANCE
PURSUANT TO CONSOLIDATION IN WEST WINDSOR
Estimated Annual Savings
For JK to Grade 6
Consolidation at St. James
Item
and Grade 7 & 8 Consolidation
at Assumption
($)
Annual Staffing and Operational
660,363
Cost Savings of Implementation1
Annual Avoidance by Foregoing 5Year Facility Renewal Needs at St.
558,827
John2
Total Annual Savings and Cost
1,219,190
Avoidance
Annual Increase in Busing Costs3

200,000

Annual Loss of Grant for Student
338,198
Needs Revenue4
Annualized Capital Cost for
Additions and Renovations at St.
250,931
James and Assumption5
Total Net Annual Savings and
430,061
Cost Avoidance
Notes: 1. Calculation of savings is provided in the attached breakdown
(Appendix A).
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2. Cost avoidance is calculated by dividing the 5-year renewal needs by 5
years to arrive at an annual impact.
3. Busing costs are detailed subsequently in this document.
4. Loss of grant revenue is provided in the attached breakdown
(Appendix A).
5. Capital costs have been developed by Sfera Architects and amount to
$1,576,534.69 for St. James and $2,792,964.84 for Assumption. The
annualized cost of $250,931 assumes a 25 year life span for the
improvements and a 3% inflation rate and consists of $90,537 for St.
James and $160,394 for Assumption.
 The present value of annual savings of $430,061 over a 25 year period at a 3%
interest rate is $7,488,716.
2. St. John students will be bused. How will this financially impact the Board?
In applying the recommendation for a consolidation of St. John at the St. James site as a JK
to Grade 6 school, it is estimated that 3 additional buses would be required at an annual
cost of $120,000, which includes both operating and capital costs.

In the event that, approval is given to instead consolidate St. James at the St. John site as a
JK to Grade 6 school, it is estimated that only 2 additional buses would be required, at an
estimated annual cost of $80,000, which includes both operating and capital costs.
In applying the recommendation for a consolidation of St. John and St. James Grade 7 and
8 students at Assumption, it is estimated that 2 additional buses would be required at an
annual cost of $80,000, which includes both operating and capital costs.
A comparison of the busing cost impacts is provided as follows:
NET ANNUAL COST IMPACT FOR BUSING
PURSUANT TO ALTERNATIVE JK TO GRADE 6
CONSOLIDATIONS IN WEST WINDSOR
Estimated Annual Estimated Annual
Busing Costs for
Busing Costs for
Current Annual
JK to Grade 6
JK to Grade 6
Busing Costs
Consolidation at
Consolidation at
School
St. James and
St. John and
Grade 7 & 8
Grade 7 & 8
($)
Consolidation at
Consolidation at
Assumption
Assumption
($)
($)
St. James

59,630

59,630

139,630

St. John

28,758

148,758

28,758

0

80,000

80,000

88,388

288,388

248,388

---

200,000

160,000

Assumption
(Grade 7 & 8)
Total
Cost Increase
From Current

In considering the above busing costs, it is important to note the following:
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 Busing for students with special needs has not been included, as dedicated busing
would remain for these students regardless of which schools are closed.
 The costs for the recommendations and other options are estimates only based on
known student data at this point in time.
 Costing is based on the additional students that will have to be transported,
assuming that all eligible students will utilize busing.
 All additional buses are costed as if they were solo runs. Costing does not include
any efficiencies that would be realized, through multi-routing buses with other
schools.
3. After school programs/sports – provide transportation from event to home.
Additional elective funds for transportation will be incorporated in school budgets.
4. Transitioning children with special needs.
It is the responsibility of the Special Education Coordinator and the Principals to coordinate the
transition meetings before the end of the school year. Parents will be included in these
meetings as they are scheduled. The intent of the meetings is to share information regarding
programming, supports, equipment, transportation, etc. If a student has specialized equipment,
the transfer occurs as per our established internal protocol. What is important to keep in mind is
that special education teams are assigned to a Family of Schools. What this means is the
students transitioning to the designated schools will have the same special education team who
has been working with the students in their previous school since they belong to the same
Family of Schools. Staff supporting the transitions are very knowledgeable of individual student
needs in their respective schools. In the past, this practice has proven to be very reassuring for
parents.
5. Potential costs to parents if students attend middle school (eg. Uniforms).
Uniforms are an integral part of the middle school. No child will be prevented from attending
one of the Board’s schools due to financial hardship.
6. Cost analysis to relocate CEC and retrofit Assumption
A discussion regarding the relocation of the CEC is provided previously in this document
(refer to page 11, f).

At the time of the previous West Windsor accommodation review some five years ago, a
rudimentary, “ball park” cost estimate to relocate the entire St. John school community to
the CEC was undertaken. The exercise yielded a cost estimate range of $1.2M to $1.5M.
7. Cost analysis of potential loss of 50 students and 75 students
The cost analysis that has been provided previously reflects a conservative approach based
on the potential loss of 50 students.

A further reduction to 75 students was not separately analyzed in detail given that the
nominally reduced expenditures (versus 50 students) would be largely offset by a
comparable reduction in Ministry grants.
FINANCIAL IMPACT:
As detailed within Report.
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TIMELINES:
As detailed within Report.
APPENDICES:
 Appendix A – Financial Summary of Proposed School Consolidation Projected for the
year ended August 31, 2016
REPORT REVIEWED BY:
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL:
EXECUTIVE SUPERINTENDENT:
DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION:
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Windsor-Essex Catholic District School Board
Financial Summary of Proposed School Consolidation
Projected for the year ended August 31, 2016

Community

Appendix A

West Windsor

Staffing Savings
Teachers
Child & Youth Worker
Custodian
Subtotal

2015-16
Estimated
Annual Cost

Full-Time
Equivalent
2.90
1.00
0.25
4.15

274,381
42,213
12,548
$

Benefits
TOTAL STAFFING EXPENDITURES

546,043
87,629

$

633,672

$

19,229
7,462

TOTAL OPERATING SAVINGS

$

26,691

TOTAL ANNUAL COST SAVINGS

$

660,363

TOTAL ANNUAL REVENUE LOST

$

338,198

TOTAL ANNUAL SAVINGS OF IMPLEMENTATION

$

322,165

Annual Operating Costs Savings
Operating Costs Savings Per SCC Submission
Operating Costs Reduction of Losing 50 Pupils

